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An bwperimentel study of the heat of reaction' versus pressure 
for the f1meles.s combustion of M-2 double-base propellant at low 
pre same has been perTomeil. 
Experimental evtdence is preaentcd which hdAceb2;es tha% the main 
heat-producing reactions ape gas phase reactfans which o c c w  very near 
the surfme, and heterogeneous reactions occurring at external sur- 
faces or b s l w  the gas-sol6 interface at surf aces of voids &/or 
crhcks. The overall heat of reaction varies with psesswe from approx~ 
imately 280 cel /gm at & J ps ia  to 560 c d / p  at 75 ps i s .  The apparent 
activation energies baaad on scanning ca.larkter data are gfven for 
th is  gressure range also, They vary Prom 47.5  callm mole at 0.3 p ~ 3 a  
to 60.2 ~ceil/mole at 75 psia, Zncluded In these vd.ues f s the 
indirec.El;y C:~emdne& condensed phase heat of reaction of approximateQ 
45 ca/@ for a prqel1an;j at an in5titd ta@esa%ure of 25O C. This 
qaxiaWai of heat of rewtian is apparently hot  continuous but involver 
. . 
Jumps in the heat of reaction betmen 1 and 2.p&fa, between, 14.7 and 
25 pa%a, md mother between UQ and 220 psiad This suden change 
agrees dth otb.er experhwntal results of the burning rate data, . 
obt&ed a% h a  University of Sou% Cmolfna* - hdicalztng *hat the 
rewtions new and at the mxf~tcc dominate the energy generation+ The 
f n i t i d  a t ~ e a  oZ reac%fon approx+tely 80' c t d  @ C appear ' 
t o  follow a, zeso-onlc9r trend. Th@' meet of significant ke#tix!g 5:ba 
b&hs  with. the Mti&&m of v%@brbz&hion of sltroglJrce+e and a 
determined using thenaogravhnet~ic andyses. Measurements defining 




~herruo~rav5metsi.c drti;a .a%' the s~lme. heating r&te of -50' G. per . minute. . '. 
effectivene.~~ and rekonre chmacte~istibs ofthese  inlrtrument~ 
for prupeJ.lmt; mea'wementa axe &so d2smssed. 
Scanning calorimeter results aZoo indicate tha% nfgrogwcexine 
when &d in with nitracelluloae does not act independently as an 
ingreitienf. LGH temperature meartupements over the taperatwe range 
of the f r e e z i q  yotn~ of nLtroglycerine 02 813' C did not show an 
cn&btherm w n i c h  ,wuki be expected if freesing did occux. me fact 
that nitrogQrcerin begins to evaporate a& approxhately ~ 6 5 ~  C a* 
all pre&xaa cbnfirma t h i s  fiading. 
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If 9 IMTRODUCTZON 
No reliable cmbusfion model exists for the purpose of burning 
ra%e kailoring. Mrany cqr&ensive models have been proposed, but 
they cannot be aplolled conveniently because of' the Wti tude  of 
parameters that must be fiumeric- known or assumecZ. Ike as,mnptions 
requiret i  w e  often unverified. A typical analytical trea,tment 
invokves the independent VwAat3lon of each parmeter to evaIua%e i t s  
effects or t o  detsmlne the magnitude required to fit expesimentdly 
detemxhed burning rate daka. More sapBis.l;icated ,malCyses only corn- 
p l i c ~ t e  the sitiuation so that a'p~?lication to com'tnxstion t-allorfng has 
nov% been en&.y-bicR;lly poesible. There has not been a smic i en t  
fimber of cr i t ica l  experhents perf'oaed an double-base pxopel l~nts  
at l o w  preaaureg to  evalzaate the ~ o r t a n c e  of vtu-90~~ parmeters md 
their effects on the cmbustion mechmim. Most of the recent 
l i t e r s h e  has dealt  with composite proyellants or  on studies of 
ind3v56jtW Ihgradtents used in dmble-base canposit ions, There Is 
tiherefare ra need to ccmgsehend the &efLigr&tSan mechmism of dmble- 
base prpUanta at Low pxesmals. Fixperhentel resuilts rn the 
vwlEtfiolz of each parmeter me not only needed for making improved 
mhhaw4iicdL Ehadels but can provide verfflcation of such models if 
kh&y sathtfy dl o'bm~ml?l meamments. A model which describes 
b w  rate verms pressure but, predicts incorrect surface taper- 
atmds md haato a i  r@ar:t$an i n  %he vra3.iw~1 zones wmld be 
Xn thwr&ic&l Laeatses"Gs of cc~olmstirtion, 5t hal~ been generally 
condensed phsise reactions aye the con'cra1lLng factor in cmbustbon 
of conposlle progellantn, parrt;icuJaxly at low pressures where Wenograd 
associated ,the phenomenon of "flmeluss cm2,ustion" wL$b condensed 
phase react fan^^ Howeverp the appewance of 3 visible 13ama Pa not 
a requiuirement for gas phase reactions t o  occur. ~ a n 4 e l d 3 )  pr~zlfird 
other cadence in support of condensed phase reectf oris. He wg)rAn6$ 
grains of quenched ponder d t e r  p~1~ti.d. burning and found, by the 
use of dyes, 'chat. there Ss a & w e d  lwer new the surface o f  the 
powder which is perhaps O b  015 un d e e p  
.to this depth and showed har It could nof be accounted for by conduc- 
t ion from the gas phase* However, they. Bid not d e f h e  what 
"appzeciablett heat2ng was or the effects quenching might hwe on the 
mfcce .  Mdence for tnrly condensei! phase subsurface reactions, ac 
is sather flimsy and as this mrk indicates, at least for M-2 double- 
base propellmts,, its s2gnific~~1cq 18 very minor. 
Some coafi68on exist8 ixn tihe Ifteratwa and mcng workersain the 
prope5lanks f i e l d  due t o  rather loose use of the tern "solid ghaae" 
rsect%oa~. This mli&s t o  sane people that su32d ingredients react 
ma produce solid products . B W '  mly, the term "condensed phase" 
-1Aes ZA@d raactmta aand Ii@d product. &lo& of the llterat~~;*e 
refer# to a dccmpoeriLion ~ e a o t i m  where e. solid deccaposea fo gaseous 
conqponmts as a "sa~fd phase" rs&c-e;ion. These ,gaseous d e c ~ o s l k f c m  
I 
so-csUed "d'mk zone" and "flame zone. " lh the combustion ~f double- 
base gropelimts, 3-6 is p~o'babh that severs different %ypes of 
reactions occitr simuX%aneously. A better .mden'stanaing of the 
p h e n k a  inv,lved m q y  result if these reactions can be defined 
sepwately. For the rwdfider of this thesis, the term "condensed 
phase" reactions w i l l  mean no gaseous products are involved. 
One other tern .&i Ch should be clearly defined i r i  arq~ discxssSon 
of oo3f d propellant combustion i s  " m f  ace. " It is unlikely tha t  -zny 
single plane exists which separates gases from condensed phases* 
Some condensed phase peaks w i l l  protruce b t o  %he gas side of the 
plane, etc* Also in the yiciniw of the "burning surface," the 
fanperatwe grEtdients are of the order of thousands o f  degrees per 
centimeter, snd m o v i n g  a dl'si;ance of m, f e w  microns caa change the 
tenaperatwe of & plme of " m f a c e "  by signiliemt arnounfs. Themo- 
couple beads less than 1 mi2 in diameter are stil l  large with regpact 
'thexmoco~@lss in quite cUiT3,mAt. Men talking of "wfaces" such , 
as the one on whZch a f&&txm sWXrfme temperature exists, we must 
renider khet t h i s  is 8 '@30a~&$o@ plane ' on ly  and mw no& be 
rela-table to. eqperfmenta3.  bat^&^ kelbility to lacate a surface 
rlatwdly confuses kh& fame of cmdmoed phase heat release Tf one 
refers to my ~eac%$on qccurrfrmg in  the concblxsd phaae aa a con- 
densed phase re&t$on. The amount of heat release& In the congensed 
phase d13. nettucraUy va%y wl+h the locatibn of the su3%ace. Sn a. 
give si&ificmt chmges in -tempara*e, the reaction rates d i c h  
vary exponent La;Uy. with.temper~.';ure can give different' answers on -the 
mour~t of he& released up bo a given plane 02.. "surface. " 
Carnparfson of DSC m d  %A data, at the same heating rates shows 
that no meamamble heat is produced before wet&$ loas occurs, There- 
fore, no condensed phase reactions occur before gas producing 
reactlions st&. Decarrrpositio, reac-kions producing gaseous producks 
are most likely to occur at external surfaces; howwer, some ;may occw 
below the $aa-sol2d inkerf ace at 'surfaces of internal. voids or cracks 
5n the so l id  propellant. %e viawax observance of bubbles at the 
burning surface of da.uble-base propellant a mggests that borne gas- 
producing reactions do occur slf&tly below the scarface. 'The heat 
measured by +he DSC nqf 'be Rrmn e x o % h e ~ c  deconrposition reactions 
or from gaseous reactions among the decon@od.tion praducts which occur 
vesy close to the .surface. . MicrothexPlocouple sneamaents from okher 
work at the Unfversitqr of Eath Carolins,  which will 'be discussed in 
. . 
detai l  la'cor, indice!be thai reactions do occur yery close to the 
surface. ,Even thou& conden&ed phase reac-kions do not occur before 
. gas-producing e x o t h e ~ c  reactions, they still can occur sbiiLtan- 
emsly  with the5r effects mxperbqosed on the other reactions. 
Consider the propagation of + ore-dimensional combustion wave in 
a pr&ed gas as being fixed h space with reacha t  .gases flowlrig in 
from the lef% and proauc% gaaes flowing out, as shown in figure 1. 
The steady-state energy equation describing such a f low as given by , 
Frmk~~amernatskii (5)  for constant t ka l  properties . . i s  
where 
x = space coordinate 
. . b = masis flm rate' per u n i t .  area 
0 5 = heat capacity af. ggaees 
. . . . 
. . 
. W ' =  volumetric rate of energy release, 
. . 
If we assume the heat release is describable by an Arrhenius 
expression, ithen 
where R = unj.versa;l gas c m s t m t  
Q = energy of reaction in cd/gm 
P =r deaslty 
Z = preeq?onentf E& factor 
This p r d x e d  gas equation has been solved with the following 
I' = To at x = -.I To = i n i t i a l  temperature 
T = T ,  at x = 9  T, = flame t a q e r a t w e  
The resulting equstion, which i s  given by ~ l - i n k h i n ( ~ )  is 
!his concept of flme propagation or deflagration accounts for 
the propagation df flames through gases and is considered by some to 
than the combustion of a premZxed gas, however, because a so l id  9s 
involve& as well as a gas. Even though the &uble-base propellant 
is usualw considered to be hmogeneous, it maJr not be truly hmo- 
geneous, proba%ly being closer to an emu2%ion of several com- 
pounds baceuzse of insolubles Zn the propellant and the nature of 
&Luga !The decumpesit5on products af' t h i n  solid may not be in a 
Therafbse, many other .t;heories inuolv5ng the c q l i r y  of varims 
zones or plitrses of aolfd propellant combustion have arisen. 
HeUer aad GaMcmt{T) hw-apeed photographs;, observed 
that *hi c m h s t f ~  rcgkon of bumbg double-base propellants con- 
si&s of three zoxabc. A "gom3' zone leas than 1 ai-eter. w depth 
viscous liquid a d  bubbles form. Abovz the bWhg surface is a 
large &ark zone of rmpposed3y nonreac$hg gases whose 1cng.t;h varies 
with pressure. As pressure increases, the flame gets closer to the 
surface. The khixd zone, mi.& existif: o n l y  at; prensures greater than 
100 Ca 200 psia, depending on tho particular propellant, is the flame 
zone. 
In the models of Parr and ~ r s & o r a ( ~ )  and Rice and ~ i n e l d ~ )  
8 
shown ir, figure 2, %he "fizz zone7' is introduced as an add i t i ond  one 
between the "foam zonef1 and t f d ~ k  zonef' of Eeller and G~rdon, This 
fizz zone'' exists even when mere. i s  no flme at low pressures. Bat 
of these Cneaxies applied the cons9rvation af mass and energy equatio 
treat each zone consecutively,- considering the heat generatdon b ea 
' region and he& feeaback Pram mcceeding zones. 
PEWS a d  Cram* neglected %he "dark zone" and assumed EL first- 
oraer "foam zone'' xeaction a d  a second-order "fizz zone" reaction. 
The f i zz  reaction w s  conaidereclto he the contro3lhg reaction at 
low prssmres where there 1s no visible flame reaction. !?!.hey hke -  
foam BUld *IZZ zones, mat&- the t~eratu3:es and extats sf reactfo 
correct values, The model predicted a lMting very low pressure 
coefficient of 
qclsclsclsclsclscIsclsclsclsclsclscl? = 0.50 
As the authms themaelves point out, the q e r b e n t a l  value i s  0.75. 
,merefore, 8 good, fit of the theory cannot be expected at 30w pres- 
m e s a  It should d a o  be noted that cond&sed phase reactions (no . 
gases hvolved) are usualy considered to be presmXr& independent, 
that is, zero-oi-des reaction. as- first-orde~ reac t i~ns  in 
the foam zone, Pen. &d Graw3esrd s e a  to be brqQ3ng thak Lke foam 
zone remtf on i s  heLeregeneoua. 
The approach of Blce a d  Ginell waa q a t e  sW3.w t o  t h ~ k  OF 
pressures, .Phe.%eby varying the hegLt*t~lglsfer rate fm ?:he ilme zone 
be a reg%& $n whS& P E - ~  cmcea%rat%~e~a for fBe flame reaction 




. . I  . 
The mass flux for the coupled sjstem and the valu. of T, is deter- 
mined by the intersection of %he two curves. The. solid phase curve 
reaction are shifted vertically upward as tke presswe increases, h+, 
certain pressure the intersection lies on-the nearly vertical 
section of the % d m  here  T + T The burning rate is effec- 
intersections occur on %he section of the curve which is nearly 
of M~ tends to infinity aa yS 4 T: . 
liven tho# the abwe theories have been avai1,sble since 1950 
and expeFimentd. meairurements to verify their c&Ldated vale ts of 
-t;o determine activation eaergies for condensed phage reactions. meae 
-- 
aazG asmed that the surface temperature was determined by equilibriwu: 
vaporization aa suggested by Powling and Bi th .  '32' ~aesche and 
Wen.ogr&.'s meamaents were taken wit31 a differential  canning 
calorbeter of the same tyye used in tkds work, U s i n g  the heat 
release data from the e.eming calorimeter in the mass burning rate 
equation firom the Zeldovitch theory mentioned 'earlier in this liter- 
ature review, they obtained P a i r  agreement; with predicted deflagra- 
tion rates in the ~&w-~res,sure fiameless comljustion region. . Wenograd 
cited the flameless combustion as evidence for condensed phase 
reactions. Howwer, a8 mentioned previously, a visible flame f a  not 
a requiremenz for gas phase reactions to occur. ~crothe~ocouple 
measurements with double-base propellants at the University ~f South 
Caroltne by ih~l~~pson( '~)  anl scanning calokimeter messurmmts in this 
work hdicate tha t  gas phase reebct5oxls do occur very close to the 
surface in -t;he ' case of double-bsae propellants. Waesche a l s o  states 
that' b e  dAfferentia2 acaming ccdlorikmeter: is applicabls to daka 
acqu3.8ltban POT copdenaed phase reactions ''because the placement of 
the sensir@ ekaenks in the base of the s w l e  holders 3s mdh thafi 
only condensed pharsa enthalpy changes are measured, and the ga~eous 
mmtion products w e  swept away by the steady purge stream." This 
statmien* ka tmae if there me no gas phase reactions close to 
Ihe surface of the sample m6 no heterogeneous attack of the ourface 
by the deccqosbtPan prudud8 occurs* 
C T M A O ~ ,  met, and ~ c ~ r c a y ( n ) ,  using a b a ~  ca~orimeter 
pras%urized w2* nitrogen and using low 1 o a n . g  density of prrvpeUant, 
ebt&e.d s m  data on heat 0% rsaebicn fcr ilmieless cmlmstion. 
Their data i s  reproduced i n  figure 3. The propellant they used is . 
9- percent nitrocellulose, 43 percent nitroglycerine, snd 3 percent 
ethyl centralyte. It provided flameless combustion below 200 psi. 
A heat o f  reaction of 'jClO c&i/gm was reported for flameless cambus- 
tion. They also analyzed the pra&tzcts of r: : *4+;ion and mentioned %hat 
ak low pressures (low in *their case meaning 2C "0 300 p s i )  an oily 
+*esidue remdned in the combus-cion chmber- This was thought by them 
Lo be glyoxal. Analysis of the  -p'ruducts of reaction a lso  suggested 
to that that nnitrlc oxide and other sbple organic malecvles react 
in the gas phase very close to the surface at low pressures. They 
f e l t  that aplprcxbateI&- om-h8J.f of the t o t a l  heat of reaction i s  
ZLberated In this region a d  the Gempexatxre of the reaction zone 
rises t o  perhaps 1,508' K. In the f ina l  stages of the reaction, 
n i t r i c  oxide zaeacks d t h  the remaining oxidizable ~naterial and *bhe 
flame t w e s a t w e '  reaches it3 baxSrmua. value of approxim~tely 3,000' R 
if the pressure is hi@ enough for. the flme to exist. 
In 1966 a transla*lon of a Russian journal ar t ic le  by ~ e n i n ( l ~ )  
loppeared, . H i 8  experiments were performed in 1958 using themcouples 
t o  4e%a&e temperature profiles ~ G P  def lagsatf on waves, Taese 
t q ~ x a t m e  prof i leo were used to obta3n the a~im1t of he& released 
2nt each of the cum&s%ion zones and to e a t h t e  the heat wly from 
mnta acre shown ~ f %@me 4. Hie remilts roughly agree with this  
Lenchitz and Htvymod 
. . 
Since the ~xrh&ius ~ q i e s s f o n  is used in derLving equations for 
. . 
data reduckion is1 this mrk and 2s so widely used in solid propellant 
I 
c&mbustl.on literature, it is deefrable *di it be discussed here. 
Th i s  wi l l  give the reader a'better appreciation for the limitations 
of %he Arrhenius , appr,oa& and the '  assumptions inheren.t in i t s  use. 
Consider a rwersfble reaction' 
A . I - B ~ C . + I I  (131 
Any number of reackenta ha~r enter into t h i s  reaction and produce any 
n-mber of products as long as the process is a single-step t ype  and 
no ch& or branch-type r~actf ons are ~ v o , l ~ e d .  The eq~librlura 
. , 
constant Kc of %his reaction may be eqressed in. terms of the forwa;rd 
rate conatwt kl and the backward +ate const& % as 
. - 
men two reactant moac;clxLes ham m f c i e n t  energy between them a d  
undergo a coUll'sion, they enter into. a "-b~ansitLon" state which is 
b%e~dlld.ate between %he rewtmts slate and the products state. li.J. 
the f-e 'below 
t R
state are shown d l  
true, resulting in ,the oimplif%ed farm 
d 2 n k  E 
which c,w be btegrated as- E . is independent of temperature 
w?ii& CP& be rewritten as 
s = A W(-E/RT) 
here A is a can&w"u. This crm~timk ie, detemined by %he frequency 
requirmenta for resct;im t o  take place. The ex~onentle3. portion 
descrLbss how may molecules can overcome tbe energy bazrier. 
In derifq thts Ambeniu8 wtpsesrrion, w e  us* a p a s l y  
could b& -&ttt?n for fhe c q l e x  rnhhrs of raacCm.t;s a8la ' fend pradu 
If we use the Arrhenius expression to describe any part of ~ i ~ r  
reactions, we are describiz~; it as an .overall reaction with one 
wkivation energy. In reaim it is prabably a m ~ h  more complex . 
group of reactioqs tsk1np;place as  the. experimental rerml?,'s gection 
w i l l  show. Howkves; .'as long a a  our proposed description .agrees: w i i h  
. . 
experhemtal fact, it should be considered useful to the extent that 
it does express ce r ta i n  overall aspects of the reaction and aIl.ows us 
to predict what might possibly hamen under conditions, to some degree 
outside of the range of experhentd measurements. Since we are no% 
t rying to dekemdne the kinetic hetails of our propaUgnt reactions, 
but only the overall eff&cts, the app'roach of asmrmSng an Arrhem-us 
type describing apressi on does not seem unjustified. 
A, Description of  the InsEment . 
describes it as follows: ' "!the q e r s t i o n  of the model DSC-1 is based 
r&~rence holdWsr more power d be fed t o  the heaters o f  both a 6 1  
1- 
"In t:?e' differential t ~ r a t u e  control loop, signals repre- 
sent% %he sample and reference taqeratures, measured by the plathw 
themmeters, m e  fed to a c i r c d t  which determines whether the 
reference or sample temperatme is greater. The d2fferential tempera- 
ture amplifier output wlU then proportion & mall h c r ~ a e n t  of power 
between the xefe~ence anL sample hee;t;ers in such a wqy as to correct 
a n ~ r  temperature d.iffermce b e t m a  them. !This 1.8 done by increasing 
the power ' J one while decreesiw'the po-wsr t o  the other. A smal 
22 
' 
I pmropostioncbl. to the differential power Fs also t r e n d t t e d  to %ha m a i n  
plecorder yen. 'fie inkegral of the r k s u 2 e b g  peak is the i n t e r n a l  
whether more power is r e p b e d  in  the sample or reference Mater." 
minute or 20' C per &nutea When my endoth@rnaic or exothermic 
reaction occurs in the a&ple, *be change in power requi$ed> to main- 
t e n  the ampLe holder & the' s& programed rate as the refefence 
- 
Prodsion .is made fox removal of decomposition gases by all~wlr-g; 
w. inert gas t o  f.10~ in to  the samgle holder assembly. A sketch of the  
flow path is shown in figure 7. E k d n a t i  on of thf s SQwe will 
show how gaseous reactions which occu~ close to the surface cannot be 
swept a w  by the pmge gases. The sempPe holder and its aluminum 
dome-shap&d cWeT constitute an essentially closed system except for 
, the  small amount of .purge gas whi t& le&s in around the crack between. 
. . 9 .  
the: holder and cover' against the ontward f l o v  of decomposition gases., 
A photograph of the assabred D8C k d  TGA s y s t m  is shown in figure 8. 
A spec&& low--t;empe~atme nclosure to surround k l ~ e  s-le holder 
assembly i s  prodded with the scanning calorimeter fox mearmring heats 
of Fusion for mterids with low Lqe ra tw re  me3.t- p o b t s .  This 
enclome 5s constructed like a wide-mouth vacuum-type "them~s" 
. b.q*tle. , Liquid nitrogeq can be pow& into this enclosure to surround 
the sides and Cop of the sample holder assembJy with a. jacket of 
Uquid.n.$2;rogen.. The smrp3e holder assably can thus. be cooled t o ,  : 
-100~ Cs. Progr-d scanning pates can be 2n i~S i t ed  at thTs tempera- 
*@. .Crushed dxy ice Bhd acetone can axso be used as a coolent t o  
ccib3 ths s q 9 e  'holdeilr rras&tbly to approximately -20' C: The opexa- 
tf on of the system f EF e s s m t i w  the sme with the lowdtqer~vture 
enk3losu~e &a wi$h %he n o w  melome except that extra liquld 
The DSC is ca2ibrated by using a f 0 mg lead reference samp3,e. 
L q d  (6& K) ie readiedJJ the recorder begins lpwing in the eaa~tbemhi 

vessel is deatgnsd. to handle 5GO psia safely and was hy&ote&ed t o  
750 psi  before use. However, at pressures above 75 psl, it i s  
difficult So prevent baseline dr i f t .  This is probably due to %he 
increase in thermal conductivity of the envkome11CaJ inex% gas which 
is argon in this case, &gon I s  used instead of nitrogen 'because *here 
is some' hdlicatian thak nitrogen affects the reac%icn processes of 
double-'base. propellants. !Che vacuum, purge gas comeetions, and valve 
system for the high pressure DSC k y ~ t e m  are sketched in fLgure  11. 
C.  Sample Preparation mil Ekgerhenkd Procedwe 
Two differefit types of samples are  used in the scmning 
calorimeter experiments. .!The first m e  is mt from a rod of pro- 
O.CjO inch tMck w e  &, using s lathe end Imife-edge cutting t ~ o l .  
axld.ytictL3. bd.&ce accurate t o  f/10 ~Uigram. Each Msk l a  placed 
131 the m a l l  dlminum yam provided with %he scamiG edLox3meter md 
owered w i t h  Z l&d of s lminum which is pierced to &LOW gaseous 
decomgositfon productis t o  escape. The edges of the pan PZG then 
crimped with the specis2 tool prMded with the ca3orheler t o  c a -  
pletely enclose the sm@e d%& of' p r a p ~ & f .  The crmp1e p= is 
then plwed in the smgle holder Lssmbby md an empty aampLe pern 
plmed in *he reference ample  holder.! ( T ~ I B  is acceptable in cUff'er- 
most sensitive settings of the instrument. me argon f low control  
needle vplZ re is then opened enough Lo KLlov for a 20 t o  30 cc per 
mhuke purge f l o w  rate.  For suns b e l ~ w  atmospheric, the vacuum pump 
f s st&,ed and the bypass valve opened to maintain the desjred 
pressure. The mgon needle vaLve is then readjusted for a 20 t o  30 cc 
per rntnute pirrge flow rate, For nrns above atmosphe~ic pressure, the 
valve at +he entrance to the pressura vessel is opened and the pressu 
regtilator on the wgon ~pply tank is set to the desired pressure. 
Shultaneaus adjustment of the argon needle vdve and the ou-klet valve 
in i%e vacuum IZne provides a purge flow through the same path as f o r  
low pressure m s  andl s;f; the same rate of 20 to 30 cc qer minute, 
M3ar waif ing several minutes for %he pressure a d  purge f b w  LO 
stabilize, $55 ~3zcgrrnez d t &  is set to 10' C per ~lrute end the 
s t a m  s~dtnh turned on Lo begiri %he scan. The zero poaitLon control 
is wusted to posi t ion the marking pen b the .center of the  recorder 
chart. The slope contrql is %hen adjusted to produce a vertical. run 
along the centex of t;he papex vrhen no ~emica3  reactions ma occurring 
When' exothemic reasti ons .start In the sample; ..the recorder pen 
. . 
deviate3 frcm-the centerline and' moves toward Lhe edge of the Wper. 
When full-scale gosftion is ;-@ached, the lun i a  stopprd by cutting off 
the power s d t &  and argon impply tmk valve. Pertinent infoma- 
t i sn  is then wit-ten oii the chart paper for identiPic+t;ioa of each run 
Meammments sueh as these were made et various pressures betweer, 
0 . 3 ' ~ s i a  d  75 psia. Results of these runs a r e  discussed later. 
!this same technfque of sample prepmation is a l s o  .used BOT the lu i  
.krqeratve m a .  The sample BoldeP assembly is coveraa with the 
l iquid  nitrogen jacket enclosure and 12qcid nitrogen added. The 
temperature of the swqles is manttored u n t i l  equilibrim is reached 
and then the previous operation procedure is follow@&. me low temp- 
eratme m r i ~  a r e  performed at atmospheric pressure. 
The second method of a q l e  prepmation is required t a  prevent 
sau-hehting in =s PDT wlitch %he heat of reaction 1s meemred* If 
seU-heating of the a m l ~  r3--? -to r-<o.l;hemic readions  exceeds the 
amount required to m a t i  >, . ~ $ m n e d  heating rate, iaaccurate 
results w e  obtaLned. Tk;c, I s  pzam-rated by- mixing 10 percent or l e s s  
Polyphew1 ether, '(17) a li~did used aa a high temperatwe hydraulic 
fluid and as a htgh vacuum lubricating oil, is a suitable materiaL. 
It is avdlable from Consolidated VECUUM Caqoraiioxl 
tradename Convdex-10. 
- PI sample pan of p w e  goly-phenyl ether was scanned wer the 
teqer6:ture rmge 09 25' c to 300° c at presmes down to 10 am! ~g 
and found to be stable snd did not vaporize. A h~own amount of poly- 
phenyl ether 'is pleced on a glass mLcroscope s l ide  and a pre-weQhed 
. . 
wWi-t sf i'inely gawdered prapcLlm% (10 percsnk or less) i s  mixed 
4ams sf No. 30 gage nickel wire wwnd a 20d c m o n  nail md cue off 
one t m  of wire Lo fom a ring Wch w 9 l l  just fit I n t o  ?&e alumhum 
swg$e pm. A ma33 drcrp3et of  alum$ is then placed inside of $he 
squeezed out during the  crimping process. The sample pan, ring, and 
led w e  weLghedbefore addzng the slurry and afterwards to determine 
the  &mount present in each s-le pan accurate to 1/10 nKLligram. 
Slurry weights of roughly 20 mflligrains a t  5 to 10 percent propellant 
produce .curves which r d n  on s c d e  f o r  range settings of 8 to 
36 milliralories per second, depending an the pyesmFe. The procedure 
for sekthg of pressure and pmge f l o w  i s  the same as for disk samples, 
FOT these m s  the programed temp'eratwe rise rate is aXLowed to con- 
tinue w k i l  exothermic: reactions cease and 'khe marker pen retwns to 
the bassline. The baseline smet2mes drifts slightly. in the exo%hemG 
or endothermic dtrection, depending on how 'accurately the slope con- 
t r o l  is adjusted at the beginning of a m. Several nms at one 
The heat of reaictfon runs umd..ly prducs a bell-shaped curve. 
The area under the curve bdlllded by a baseline &awn tkligent to the 
lower edges of the bel3  is measured d t h  s mschanical planbetex. 
The plenimetex is then used to mesme the area of a rectangle ?hi& 
af Yun time. (For exangle, if #e speed is 4 h c a e s  per minute, 
the rectangle is 4 fnclzes long* ) A d5rec.t measure of %he heat of' 
reaction. %n calories is then given by 
the heat of reaction 3n calories per gramr 
- 
The procedure gfven in reference 19 was also tr ied.  The propellan1 
was dissolved in acetone end coated onto m inert solid,  cab-cr-sil 
(obtainable from the Cebot Corporation, Boston, ~assachusett s ) + Fox a 
kno-m hitid mount 09 cab-o-sil on which a 10 percent solution of 
propellant .&I acetone ,was popred, the weigh* increase was never 10. 
. . 
c e d .  .'~lmilar d & s -  Pro&eed varisble w e i @ ~ t  cPlmgea and nonra ro-  
ducible heats of reaction. Qsaers of'magnitude of rueasu~&ents were 
simi1a;t: to the polyphenyl ether xasulfs, but no definite ,tPends 'were 
recognizable. . . 
. . 
' . One other. procedure, u s i n g  smaL1 mounts of pure powdered M - 2  pro- 
pellt;nt (less than 2 mg), was tried. The remlt5ng c m e s  will remain 
on scale fur range set t ings  of 32 miUicaXarles per second. m.ese 
samples e s o  must be emlo-sed in sample pang w i t h  pierced. licts to pre- 
vent powder f ~ ~ ~ ~ s  from get-thg out of the smle par to pmge 
gas Plow or decomposition gas flow and causing spwi~as  peaks on the 
recorder. 
2. aiermugrtwime-tr51: Andys3.s System - (!%A) 
. .  . 
;: .A .  DeicripCfon 'of the kst-nt . . . 
. . 
is used for  wemt loss veraus temperature m e a ~ e m e ~ l s ~  1-k prurides 
a.recoxa if ~ ~ O E O ~ ~ I U  1wel might changes In a smple as B funct3on 
C 
of ImqeraSxre frm ~'Ib ient  o' 19WUo Co 1% utl l lzes s Cahn "RG" 
cQntm1 bf the a*@'kreFe w a m d  the smqbc aqended frm the b a l m  
ence 6 .m of me e l e c ~ m b ~ c e  h t o  a flmwe belo* it. me ~&m. 
outside of s cerwc  cylinder 3/8 inch fi dimeter. ~ % e :  sample is 
mepqnded in a 8 q & e  pan inside the heated ceramic cylinder. The 
location 8% the fiPrnwe wi%hin the &aber permit8 close coupling' of 
heat source and Y ~ x ~ '  to pernit r&id scanning without lnfoptmatifon. 
loss .  The l o w  thermal. m m s  of the fUPP.we allows x q i d  programed 
tqerature rise ratea at ll' selected 1 h e w  rates from 0.'j to 328 C 
per minute. The ALqebce ac%s as a heater asld as a temperature sensor. 
, .. 
In- the temperatme . . sensing mode, 'it forma one side of a bridge cdrnrit H 
The other side of the bridge circuit f s driven by tihe Q U . ~  ; signal 
from the teagerature grogramex. An emox sigrwil. praportfonaX to  the 
taqerat;ura error irr develmed and fed into an mglffisr. Zn the , 
heatin$ mode, %ha mplifLes output i's connected aka the heater 'by 
means of an ele'ctronic syatem w b i *  p~oyirlka 60-cycle power 'pulaeq 
designed t o  correc* the teaperatwe error. 
Teqpera.Eure c ~ b r a t i o n  i p  accoaopXakred by heating ferro- . 
mqgietic &aud#ds, held in a m.a@&ic field, tbroug& their Curie 
tagsra4xwes. The mgnetPc fie3.d is prrwlded by a gemanent magnet 
mounted to a m&ghg betm W c h  II awed close to %he gUrnace 
ass&* dxuAng crlIbr&~ioa. The resulting & w e  in -@tic force 
as %he Clarke goin* tmperb~ku.e 98 s c m e d  sppears' as a we-t loss 
on fie recofier at, the c~mssg?on&lqg point in the teiger~twre acm. 
~ a n t m l s  of the E 9 - 1  m e  me3 tb &Just. the power $0 the f'tmaize 
with and withop1t a ample pan un%il %he baLance is prrrperly zeroed. 
The qi@t of aemple is d e t e d e d  fmm the recorder trace aad 
.control s&tbgs, dependbig on the selected range of weight change 
requkred for full-scale deflection of the recorder. Nominal. sample 
size is 0.5 t o  10 milligrams. Mass range s & t w s  of 1 mi2ligsm to 
200 dUQram8 ~5th a recorder range of 20 micrograms to 20 milli- 
mentd gaa for the meamements i.k this work, A photogra3pIm of the 
sy&em 98 shown in figare 8 anti the mgon gas s3.tat.e~~ connections axe 
in figure U. 
B. SWqle &epst.a.tion and ExperhentaL Procedure 
Procedwes rare bas& on the operatars manuaL 
by the nanufactzre~~~ A prime factor in s e l e  preparation 2s to mi110 
sharp and repra&~~wSble rsmlts.  sizes we used which f a  in 
runs st L ~ O ~ ~ C  per -ate used a stmipa of 7 to 8 UQrsms.  !these 
were cut f- the same x ~ s  if pmpellent, used for the DSC s q ~ e  
&I&&- These w e r e  a t  to a fWchess of &out 0.010 inch to prcrtrlde 
' aa xhi& swrfws cont&t vfth %ha mq1.e pan arr possible. fi&um 
'smqple' paas, w m W t e W  the saze as 33BC ~mp2.e pma, were . 
fir& uaed bat coflt l  Be ura& LT&$ wee. !?!he carbmarcceaaas residqe, 
~ ~ d t  ta rmma MIWJQTJ m 6% a n  s m  t b  pr~ns. - 
- .  . 
a h c e  they could he easily clewed for re-use scrwing ~ 5 t h  a 
For the  low scan rate m s ,  the thin disk asznrples of approxi- 
mat- 7 or 8 xL12igrgms ape cut d a m  in size by cutting off the 
edges to mike a 8-e smle  of s l i g h t l y  ever 1 dlligrerm 
we&ht. U a h g  s fuU-ncale defXec%ion sett ing of l&Uigram w i t %  
s~unpleet and ranges mr&, t r ied i n  .order to get the reaidue weight t o  
remain on scale arcd utilize the tW.2 && width fok good resolution. 
The operat- procedure i a .  tra fofZma: We sewrme! that the proper 
tare we-ts, required for the tyye pan be* used (&m%nm or 
platbm-1, henre been placed on .i;he b d a c e  and the preliminary gmsrz 
baltmce calibration8 made. With the msa dial 8% 0,0000 and the 
recoHer range did at 1, zero the recorder ?rain& the set 0/10 
control. .kt tPie rimers ~ U a l  at 0.5083 snd place a 5-mUligrm pre- 
cision mwt in t b ~  ample paan md zero the recokder with the set  
. 
'sf e%mer the O/FO or set 5 controls). Then d t h  khe wewt ln plece, 
%h -rst a& O m  a tulga ~o~~~~ %O %he P ~ C ~ T  P a  t13 
ca3Ubr&.0;%mI the! v&mt d th& we&@t cm the a q l e  pan. WALL. 'be given 
m&ma.tBuo ~ ~ 8 d t 2 P  re- $0 #e r3@ of 
. . 
, . 
. .  . . . .  
. . 
~ . . 
1 . :  A, kmple of. tha desired. . . sizci aa drtemhed b p  pr@~weAghing on ; 
. .  . I 
rapl .en&l~~%icdl balance sccllra-bk t o  1/10 milligram, is placed in the 
s q l e  pan. NO l i d  is usad 0x1 the sanple pan as io the DBC. A l i d  
i n  required in the !TGA oatqy when spattering of the ample mag occur, 
c a s i q g  s a w  09 ZBre sample to +fa31 frm the pan. The rmge i~ now 
s e t  so tii&t a ~-~~IJ.I~~Eu.u VBight 1 0 ~ s  d l l . c m ~ e  B f e ~ - k c a ~ . e  
recorder deflection. !@xis stme range La us& for all sample sieez in 
these. qerhen-bq end for &l scan speeds utted. A recordier chast 
speed ppcpor%ionaJ t o  tQe t ~ ~ ~ t w ; c e  a c m  me& Wch w i l l  prodae 
rr. tpace without extremely awl1 or extremely Jwge slupes fbr eaae 
fir' &fa bterpreixtlona 3.8 selecGed. The scm rate 5s selected and the 
m&bch trmed on t o  8 t h  the heating psogrm. 301- runs a* low heat- 
* ra*ear of 0.62 c;rd 1625O c per mhute, s I W ~  cm+irol to atop a e  
grugr&aecl rise r*a%e w.i;-i;lcaXQ cool i.t back kc di&t f a  
svsilsble. 14 i a  s e t  for a temparatvre high en- t o  cover me 
. - 
. dea~lreid range. This is csnwmim% For long, t i ~ ~ - c m -  m a I  
can '%je set up .& left wemQhk t o  be c q l c t e d '  ~ ~ m m L % c a U y s  
*bm ~ i c a t i o n  c ~ n t i w s  to hsmaeer &&I,UUY as BIWW figare Y 
~t a p p ~ i ~ i a a t e ~  1650 C, the estabL%sma t-a i n  tba exirt;hetc dime 
p r  ~ t *  is -a+, ef~: prior to ~63' C, g ~ o g e ~  EBQU! h~ltier 
i e  found to be czean. m, i.2 e& ' c e n p m t m  adaowea to. b c m a w  
mas %hi.@ pointt n mtpglt o f  b m  OW ms~dm PB  TO^ on t;b 
w r  side 'of  the ~ ~ . W S & X W  am-abapea okmr OMP the  ample k o z s r  nr 
' & the auts5.b of t h  . . holder 'CUP1 W s  ph~%W%Lon con- 
o ~ s ~ l l *  ~&.CUXB a t  169' C for & pma&*as imn 0.3 psla tc 75 psla 
at a bikw la* cd ld' b'per d.niaP;e. A* %us &ma tempra~um a d  ' 
..G~;.hg w,. 'CBI~ mm~ks (WW 'vll~ dis&swd in ~a%er) 
%&&cate a b c m a s e  in tlw $a%@ of wi&& Urn% ~wpmtfw *la@
&a *i mpo~ag;g.*,im i a g  at +hie pin%. .,mr .run; a t  50 d ger 
.. , 
lz!mdm *Is slg* 'scaurer 85,* x 5 p  Or. ma 8% go0 @ pBF zi.iaW3 %* oe-w3 
bii C* ' !PM.S va~h!4;bb WI.W& A*. %a a dwwmzte*eic 
w&@m &a ~ & S M & X I  a p b a -  (ilW mLCtlO. rate.) wUch 
I .  I ,  
a IM 'UWI& -M i b ~ r  ~ ~ W S I ~  
. . 
W pwf83s4 am 9afmped. m @ p S e ,  r of -%Ma br- 0%3y ' 
the sample holder assmf~bly. Arm infrared spectrum of thfs, l iquid 
indlcsfes it is nlt+c@ycerine, & shorn by f&ures 13 and 14. !Fhe 
appearance of l&is brown oiu. liqtdd 8% low pressures has been noticed 
. . 
by mazy(?') d by ~rswford, ~ugget; snd NcBradyr ('I) It i a  thought 
of g46xaJ ,  is shown in figwe 3.5. GLyoxal is flwreercent under ultra- 
violet light. A s-le of the brown oily l iqdd,  if exposed Lo ult~er- 
v$olet. light, does nit flyresce. 
. . 
- .  
. . 
. Mter not.$cing that ' Hk2 propellanti witb r apg~~5mat&ly  20, percent 
. . 
nitrog3Jrceririe producea this pdrturbakion at 165' Cr it mulct be 
expected that JPN propellant w i t h  40 percent nftroglycerine would 
~ 
produce a greater effect, aad propellant No, 691 with 60 percent 
nitraglyc@rine wen. mre. !i%e JgPB did not folLow a similar pa&h as ' 
shown in Plgme 16, k 1 L  the No. 691 propellmi; shows signs of 
differgnt B&av3or beg%sming at &out 362' C, It was noticed,' 3ow- 
ewer, that $he. -mt of b.odm o& reaidue. r W i n g  5n the 8-1. . 
bolder a m m b ~ r  fBbCrea&d with JF% aud.wen mofe for No. 691. me 
behmrlor of a ntkrncalluloee semple is s l e q  ehm in figure 16. 
physical arrangement of these different ingredients in the nitro- 
cel2uloaenn~~rogIycer~.ne m trh. A dist inct  endothem w'Pdch wolzld 
be expecked from pure nitroglycerine wqlild'not be likely to occur 
&en %he molscules w e  d3lstributed %r.a the propellant and mec3nanlcdly 
constrained, The parlwbation we are talking about i a  aZao quite 
. s m a l l  and only detectable .&en using a, la rger  than nomEik semple at 
. . 
is.probaZ,Qr a more n o m a  be&&or. Ibs detection of the very W1 
perturb&Sona of the M-2 a d  TO;. 691 p~Wel1,ants. m a  hdad'fofiulhate. 
B. . Heat 'of ReatSon versus Presme 
. - .  
. . 
!@pice3. secon'der Q U ~ ~ I I ~ S  fur the heat of reaction m a  'ma 
&om k t  f-e 17. The heat of reaction vwiea  dm presske as 
5n figwe 18. S q a  5n 6e& 02 r e ~ ~ f o n  cmvl between 14.7 psia 
a d  30 gaia3 bet&m 1 psi& m d  2 md' again betweerz W10 $st% 
anit 220 psiei from Lm&itzQa data gohts.  !the reaalta us- ,pure 
prtpedlsnt poider we &awn ky Xc s on figure 18. Fass5ble self- 
ethe;, pmbab3-y makes  the +powder rerwlts lees precisam : ~Xey  are ' 
, , 
inelmled fo &ow. eseen%f aZ -went *lth $he po2ypb-2 ether results 
14.7 psia with a slope ' & w e  bahrren 14.7 rpld 65 psia. >born 65 pai  s 
to 115 psi&, the s&cpes are roughly paral le l  ,sltld mio-bbcr chenqe 
in sj lpe  qpears beL-ween 115 psla  and 165 psia. The data' 'of Thompson 
and Suh indicate %hat two tmper&%we jumps occur very cloae t o  the 
surface md m a r e  twmd the surf ace a& pressure increases, aB indicate 
. . 
.in figure 20. The. pressure at which %he j q a  in temperature fouch 
the surface agree witR tKe j&qs in heat of reaction and the change in 
slope of' the b d n g  rat4 versus 'initf dl. temperature curves. The plot 
of e n k n g  rate versus pressure on figure, 18 bdicattas the gosrcibiX+& 
of a. 3 . m ~  In the heat bf, rew.~Lon and ~ i n g  rate st lower 'presmre* 
Mowever, th i s  one has n i t  been verified by thekocoup1e data and ie 
therefoie ,qesulat&ve. ' . . 
. . .  
. . 
. . . . 
. . 
Ti Lkbres of f igwe 17 b e  +80 used .to ~ d c u l ~ t e  th  act'ivation 
. - 
... 
energies aa a.funct+on ofpressure given in table I. '!the &at'& ff,m 
the s k s n a i q  calorhetcr. is in the fom. of. dlstsnces betwen the. heat 
. . 
. . . . 
. . 
. . 
%wee Th%s distance 3s p r b p a ~ I o n ~  t o the re%@ of heat .release frm 
khe a q l e  a d  fe ~h'eraf'ore prqodioael to the rate conn'bmt. Pro- 
that tp p l ~ t  cf log of a~tevncg versus I/F ie a skr-t 
' Ibe, the ackivak%on energy caa be a~rmhats ly  o e l d a t w l  fz-rrm the , 
. 
acpressBon Ber5vedt 3n the emple edhb3.ratibone croc?ion. 
~ d u e s  at the extreme ends of %he R t r a Q h t  line portion are selected 
to subatibute in the above ecpaiion. A slra;tght line usutiQy sesuPbs 
from% pointa at first detectiidle dwiateon up to the point where the 
rate of r i ~ e  s t a r t s  its irflection t c  go aver the tap of the be l l -  
The dertva;tion of this  equatioq does no% make &UOW~C@ for the 
mass changing. LCereRore, 3,a a d a t i o n  to the appoxhate nature of 
the Mrhenius expression &i.scuasecl previously, we have another aomce 
of. 'error. A nore detalled discuseion o f  h e  changing mss effect  i t l  
given in khe section on the <mqu-ber psagxsm for DSC s;tmulat,ldn 02 
%he appendh. .This is a besfc questiozl. wbll& gp to XIOW h88 not been 
poin'ce8 oul; in the avdLabl~ Litjc?~t,me an the L licertion of the I3SC 
to- s o l i d  propellme, Becuqoaition studies. F o ~ u s J ~ ? ~ . ' i y ,  the rerrults 
of the empcter s M a % i o n  for the DSC beak af rewb%an curves, 
includang the mass effects, im#ca%e that the x e d k a  of using t h l a  
eqm%ion. m e  f eagrPjgr ~b~curate. 
A 2O-millQrem dtak pepwed described preyibtas?g is placed 
in *be freezer c q a r h e a t  of a bauaePloLd refrigerator overnight. 
' 
mia seample ia rmoved and &me@&f;~Q placed in the sbp le  holder 
a~fiedb3y. !be l o w  %eaper&%ux=e eneboerare I s  I3ie.n glacai wmd the 
aaq3.e holder aarraab3y- A &&~aa of aztg* ice an& metone in put in 
the 1a-w %mperh~%~~? mclosu~a. After ho1d2ng the tagiemture of the 
s m p h  bolder ataplembw aat -20' c f ? ~  approximately 1 hour, a 2tf' c 
BET &wee acm l a  ini%idtedl. A 2 0 ~  it' per a u t a  scan rate glows a 
larger teqera-bwe i m g e  to be covered without adding more dry ice to 
the Low-*kernperatme enclosure and upsetting equilibr3.m conditions. 
Plhen the freezing of nitroglycerine at liO C is passed, no endo- 
thermic changes are seen, sven with the c a l o r h t e r  'set for m a b u n  
sensitivity. -With 20 percent nitroglycerine in a 20-milligram sample, 
any f reezbg should hwe been easily detectedo This procedure, when 
repeated using liq~uld nitrogen aa the coolant -and hoLdini the sample 
a;t -100' C for 1 hour, produces *he same result (i.e., no hdica t ion  
of nitroglycerf ne f reez- ) . 
It is possible that the nitroglycerine molecules hfluenee the 
nitrocellulose mat& in' a manner similsr to the wsy in w h i c h  h;bri- 
cant8 s f f e d  some organic plastics. The pl~8ti.cs become soft j us t  as 
prqellmts become softer and more pliable as, the  nitrogucerine con- 
t en t  is increased. JSN with nearly 40 ~ercent nltrogQrcerine is much 
softer than M-2 propellcat w i t h  20 percent. Regardless of the 
mecharmiam involved in the softening of n i t r o c e ~ u l o s e  by nitxogwcer- 
ine,.it appbms that the nitroglycerine does not exhibit the same 
p&pel.f;;ies as a propeXlcnt ingrefient. ae it does when it As in pure 
The ligpid 1112trogen cooled experbent, if allowed to continue, 
-dW!mt gwiPica..%an exilsked, heat wmld be ~~elaased before might 
weight loss beg1 ns (for the same heating rate) is at least equd. to 
or slightly less than the temperature at which e x o t h e d c  heat release 
is detectable. The l o w  taperet;ure -9 m e  used to detect, the f i r s t  
signs of heat release. If the nomud. enclomre for the senples is 
used, sufficient t h e  2s nat a l w a y s  wdl&le to finish adjustmen*, of 
the slope colltrbl at the m a x b  sensitivity aet t ihgs  and 10' C per 
m&ute rise r&e. S t e x t i n $  ouk ab Mie lower temperatwe et310ids plenty 
of t h e  to establish a straigtrt ljaseline before reactions occur. 
2. Tilemograv~metric Analysis Sysf;tm Results 
A. Vaporization of Nitroglycerine from Propellant 
with an approxb&elgr 8-dnigram propenant ample at a scan 
speed of 10' C per minute, ihe first detectable weight lose begins at 
@proximately 60' C. The weight lass rate' increases a-tfy with 
%eurperature as shown in figure 22 xp to 165' C where a sudden increase 
in rake of weight loss occurs. This increase in weight 10s ;  rate 
coinci&es with tLe endothermic ~aa.nd.y f m  the s c m n b g  crilorime.t;er 
results. 'Phi8 ch-e in sloie occurs at %:2e same temperature for 
different pressures. This is mother indication af a possible Tagor- 
i 
b 
izectlan Beginnfag, or at least a new tye3e of peactbn associated with 
tke vaporiza%ion of nii;roglycerhe. The f& +,hat *he kmperature at 
which this ocaws aoes not & w e  with preslnrss is again an b.cU.catfon 
gurea &me ~tmoqherie were hvest igakd.  
After the "knee" is reached, tho weight loss rate increases very 
ra$idlyy and rapid deflagratlan of the sample r e d t s .  Cutting off 
the m a 4 2  power swPtch d t e r  the "kneeqT does not prevent complete 
.def lagraiion f ro=  o k w r h g ,  as could be done with t3e scamdag 
~a;L~rimet&. ~ i a e n t l y  lixger them m a  of ~ 1 1 ;  m~ he&- 
. . 
system keeps the temperatme ug long enwagh for m a w ,  conditions 
t o  b c m ,  .whereas. th& low the& & a s  of the. scamfng calorketer  
. . 
. . 
cools r a p i w  enough t o  prrevent it. 
3. &termhation of Order of Reaction 
If a mall. sample of propellant (I milligram) l a  placed in 
the ICEA ssmple gan aPld exposed to a very elow heat2bg rate o f  1.25~ C 
per m;I.nute or less, the sample doea not reach. the maww condition 
~f def lagration. Instead, a curve shown h figare 23 results. A 
solid carbonaceoue residue'of a p p r o x h t e ~  10 t o  15 percent 09 the 
origineil weigM r d n l ~ .  1% is believed that th2s c;a3:5onaceeus 
, material could also be a product~iri the f1-e zone of a b m h y  pro- 
pellm-b, since g1cwh.g e&on p&bcles me what .case  the flame to 
be v l s l h l e .  Uting the method of K--III~EL'~~', a plot  of 
aw A ;sn - 1 A -  
dz versus LL. - 
The &er&%-ationr -of' % ~ L B  eguation I s  r@m&md 'in the eaapLe C ~ U -  
apparent zero-order trerld up 'co. '* C where St then changes .t;o 
aqproximately second order as shown ."igu!e 24+ Thls c w e  is 
based on sZkde rule c&lcdla.t;i ons. 2': . r-ti.sr to achieve more accwacy, 
since some 09 the mass ~ a t i o s  invc9!6!& m e  v e q  close t o  1 in value 
and close together, a ccmprter cume fitting rnethL~d IS used.. A 
descri~t ion of Ghf s program and the Fortsan statemer~ts ma included 
in the sample calculations sectlan. 
Tne conquter results indicate s. zero-order reaction up to the 
"lknee" OZ the curve s;l; approximEttely 150' C and then a change t o  
a&q~oxim,tcly a second-order z"eactio.n. Portions of the computer 
printout sheets fox this curve w e  shcm h figures 23 and 26. 
Figure 25 is in the vicinity of the "bee" of the cmre, which occurs 
at a wewt value of sgprox2.mafeJ.y 0.984 milligram figure 23. 
Val.ues in column I are the asmined orders of ~ e a c t i o r ~  wBich the'com- 
puter is told to examine for best f t  to the exprhenta l  curve.  . 
Coibmns 2 and 3 arre the weigh*s at the ends of the interval under 
consf deration. Column 4 is the ac%ivation energy whf ch W e s  the 
assumed order fit; the experimental data. Best. CoLmm 5 is $he pxe- 
eq.mwatlaJ fear for the best fit. ' Columns 6 end 7 are the a&ali3 
error arid s soot mean spusze aberolute vdue error. Calm 6 is the 
m e  f2ie cmputer uaea "c osttlect the best r ~ e r e t Z l  2ik Mch is given 
xuw),  Aa werall b ~ %  fit is n&. alwz?qs cal&at&d because of the 
@ b ~ ; ~ ~ e r i & i c s  of tihe pr0gpcwf &em c o ~ m  6 &ma a p s i t i c  and 
neg&%%ve ~ & k U e  w&thb tPzo ~ ~ u n g t  of as-d orders. Iotice that no 
be& T3B WILE is $~s~aid 'far the lautezval l'.O% Cs 0,984 ox1 for 




de~reislng. . . Over the next intewd, the order goes t o  1.687 and'. 
increases thereafter. me werwe value of the order for the next 
10 internas is 2.162 m a  the n-: rage activation energy over this 
h - t e ~ v d  is 43,900 cd/mole. A t  the end of these 10 intervals, the 
weight of th;! sample is down ta 0.434 milligram and the tenzperature 
is aggroxhatelg 180° C. The inGemala.aze equally qwed, based on 
0.050 mi.Uigxam weight loss per internal,. The change of order at , 
the "kneet' of the cumre is not ~mexpscted, based on the premise of 
nitrcrglycexine ve@orization begiming at this p o b t  as with the other 
TGA an8 DSC! m e s .  The oc&rence of th is  "knee" nsa: 15Cl0 C as 
opposed .to 1;he ".knee" Sn f i g w e  20 at 165' C is due fo the lower 
heating rt3.-e o f  1,25* C per mbut,e. 
The a w e  computer procedure was a4itqted on the samples which 
reached ma we^^ deflagration confli~i.0118 at %he h3gher .heat* rates. 
W e  to +the ragid changes of weight loss tifter the "lmee" of such 
curves, good m t a  for %ha coqmter, which wo~ka eyer L inZlervds 
are hard t o  obtaio from the curves. Ilowever, based cn .the '%rend of 
ermp d@czeaseJ the ordnr was newer zero before the ''bee'' and 
I 
&engod t o  higher order afhez* A%. . 
3. Cond9naea l%arte! 'Beat 09 ~eaceion 
'liha ozigina %tent of %Us. hve&ig&txion was t o  &termsinre the 
8% 3X'c?zw1ti& s m -  eaJ.mfms&ar, which has. been r& 'hy others t o  
11 the condensad phase heat of reachion or heat of deconrpositton. l h i s  
crtn be obtainedby the follow3ng interprettation of' autoignitiod meas- 
. , 
: wemen%s m e d e  at the'&i$ersLQr oP. Ebi~%h Ca;roLina as described by 
t 1 . . 
;. Suh, T a d ,  T@mpson, and ~ o k r e .  (24) 
Cylindrical sods of M-2 propellent like tfie ones u~ed  to make the 
disk eamples described in the experimental procedures section ox' t h i s  
p&er were coates $&th Q n n  m e s i v e  9c6 (O.OO~ em thick) Par planar 
bmming. me. coated prupellwt ti-as cut into 2.75-lmh lengths. &to 
each l q t b  tm NO- 80 size holes for ind~um burn wires a d  one NO. 75 
s h e  hole for the thenmtocoqle were drilled. The propellant m s  then 
placed in a s t d r d e s s  steel t e s t  clhmber and connections ram, as 
shown .in. f & w e  27. The indim wire used m a  Bd&L;r~r Intermediate 
a l d e r  No. 6, 30 gage, with meht%rag p o b t  of 280 to 2 8 5 O  C. me 
e h e ~ a r ~ c ~ l o  &s made of 30 gwe, slngle sS;zmded, enmeZeP iron a+ 
o3n&&tan x b @ s  joined together by sesfskance ~ 8 5 % .  
* .  
Paer havTng comple%ed the &me s%egs; the propellant temperatwe 
m a  rds& slwa3p to degired value by pa88hg heated air mound 
II t&perahare r d e d  %he desLred, lwd, it wza8 443ked by a hot wire 
-- 
hea?;er m\ds of platinum $re, As We f+Lme front pass& t&fm@ %he 
#ec-blona cont&.dng tibe indium dres, they me1%ed3 the 
Wom~b%%on need& to csl&te the &* rate. The $Bcvc procedure 
v, u%&l with' as %he .tnarrm- a$ntoqIwre for the gmpzUsn$~ 
Figure 28 shows the eqerhmhJ. results for b m a  rate as a 
. 
f U ~ t i o n  o$ i n i t i a  .temperature. .The expe~imentd. results obtained 
using bqth ar&:>.n and air fall on the same 1he. The asymptotic 
tqerahlpe at  which the burn* rake mxoaclaes ~ h i ~  is fourad to 
be 145' C. (290' I?). . Thi . 8 i s  defined to bq the autoignition tenrpe?atur 
t%on, krk'ic! is the mh5m.m &ace t m s p k a i e  the solid -face 
w i t h  no heat feedback from the gas phase. The expezbenlxl exragmen 
indicates that if a piece a9 propellant is heated to lk5' C, it f s 
jus t  about t o  ignite 'lry i t ~ e l f  and the slightest mount of energy 
which 2s added to it &ern&& remts in sudden- Sp i t ion  and very 
rapid deflagration at a ra te  ~ r o a c h b g  infinity.  '12leoreticaLy, a 
burning surface ~eag,ear~btwe of 146O C would'be mfficieat to i n m e  
'burning of a propellant preheated Lo 14.5~ C a% a r&e' spprbachtng 
infin%*. mie e x p e r -  detemined vaue can be u s e  in the 
theow of ~ ~ e s ( ~ )  f D obtain the . p n e  condensed phaae heat of .reaction 
Beye WE rewritef for axxvenience9 U r n s '  eqwtfan f'rcm LEe Ul;eratwre 
I 
review section, that i ~ ,  
&gP ~mprrjse&s the. Best cif fomt%m 03P T ~ W Z ~ B S P ' ~  specPe~~  the l e e  
aidc of this bs thd d d ~ t f ~  ti  hesi of rowti=. wince 
considered &a B con,tentp 4 ( ~ ,  - T.) gives us the overall heat 
of reaction fox the . propel lq t  . burnbg.' ' However, 2S we me interested 
. . .  
the tqeratukzs gr-ent a% the solid surface is zero, corm- 
sponeng t o  the .t&erature gradient of zero Est %he hot. boundary 
. . . . . . 
. , in the ab&i . wri~i$on. , ..mi& vslue is t h e e m i ~ ~ .  ' k k a ~ e  tempers: 
% w e  vdue sbterfndd by the autoigmAtfon rn~astwaents. Equation (11) 
can be applied t o  the condenaod phase region conaEderhg &fm as 
the heat of f o ~ o a  of condensed phsse products aad Ahff . &s the 
, . 
re+c.t;an-t ~ e c i e s  a g d .  Now our bat boundary. tepoperatme is 14y0 C 
we , ( 1 4 5  - T) g~ves us the heat of reaction for the condensed . 
phase reaction ( f . e., no gasams gsoducI;& kqmed). . 
If we wish .t;p d e % e d e  the'heai of de&mpcbsltiorz for the reaction 
&%ch producsa gwiewa deccrilaposf"von produck~l, WG wmld have t o  deter- 
mine the taxperatwe Q&' the gases r&i& ~ e s d t  frm the decaapoaition 
' befcqe thetie pr&ucts react $6 fom ,the f &8d. gaseous product epecies. 
Xi -&his %&perawe were hoar (wi'~h&6 say heat feedbaclr from gaseous 
prcchc* raection~),vs b k &  foilow a s~J.381: &c3cfdwe as before to 
- det&mir~e the heat ai decampsition for the reaction pndnchg gases 
*txa heo~id prwe~&t- ~iagat this ia not avdlab3/s. . .  
. * 
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Adrcns' $heoxetic&L equation for the mass burning rate discussed 
in $he 15teratwe rev3ew section, that is, 
below %he sol id gas iate~face. This would natura-l* be ewected to 
give a higher value. ZanZn also inteicatgs that if the preamzre is 
lnrered enough (0 .5 mm Bg ) gas effects axe negligible. If the 
lfne of preasnxse ve:risus heat o f  react3.on in figure 18 is ~xtrapolated 
a to 0.5 rmg I&, B v&ue between 50 afld 100 csilorles per perm is obtained 
!lhis is given a8 ee matter of interest only, becmse extrapolakion over 
As distvssed p?cewku* in the D5C results section, there is a 
t h e  dependence associated with the sample under test for different 
loeating rates. The apparent mao~heradc w~maly relating to the 
rate of lo0 C per mhute to 1310 C for a heat- rake of 5' C 
. . 
per minute md ' t o  173? o f& a heating rste of ~ O ' C  per minute. me 
bell-shaped hurt of reaction -es &so shifted a* d i f f ~ ~ e n t  beating 
' Pates, as sham 3.n f-e 30. 
Xn ok-r t o  determ5ie i$ # i s  IS due to the t h e  degendencz of 
wrftten describing me heat release i a , a  as a. APPbction of t h e  
inclindbg m s  & w e  effects. This ecpaticln, fm which the deriv- 
ation and method of selut$on are g%ve~, tn the sample cakulatiohs 
. . .  
.. . 
section of. $he appendi.zo is 
. . 
The dAgikd. cmpfier r e a t e  for $he aolutiora of this equation are 
given i p  5 : m e  31. Ihs  changes in the Iw&lons of $;he peaka a d  the 
&ages of ~ B B  me~. .qpp~oxAimLely  w e e  ~&th w e  experbeataUy 
detemkzett cwma of ~~e 30. 
The %)8C Wne for wtlinLtlla mew of zAppO c&/DM,~~ and fre- 
gwaaq-  faekor of I@ dZd llOe pr%3&w8 t& dedmtd carves. It rrsh 
necessm to F&W PBt actinrtim emem t o  45,300 &/mfe and the 
- 
zero on the high temperature side of the bell. shape. The corresponding 
values for the mass loss expression which produced the desired curve 
shapes were Ed = 56,000 cal/mole and A = which roughly agree 
with the experiment& values as shown in figure 26. 
!The fact tha t  t h e  independently obts;ined DSC and TGA ~ e r b e n t d  
values agree this well and could be used together to reproduce the 
heat of reac t ion  curve shapes psovides some assurance of their 
50 
accuracy. The use of the -Qrhenius expression and equation (A-5) 
seems justifiedt, and the shift of the peaks is due -to the propellant 
an& not the DSC. 
This procedure p r o ~ i d e s  a method of checking activation energies 
which accouhs f cr mass l o s s  effects and i s  probably more accurate 




VIII . CONCLUSIONS 
Experimental measwemenis of the overall heat of reaction fo r  
M-2 double-base propellan'bs a t  low pressures are  pressnted for the 
f is st t h e .  Agreement with independently obtained r e s d t s  of burning; 
r a t e  and thennocoupZe data of others indicates the values ase 
reasonab1;r accurate. 
The differen-bial scanning ca lo rheker ,  &en used indenendently, 
cannot measure condensed phase heak genexat ion In  double-base pro- 
pellants because of gas phase reactions which occur close t o  the 
burning surface. It can be used Tn conjunction with thermogravimetric 
analysis measurements (taken at the same heating rate ) and high 
response microthemocouple measurements near the burning surf ace. 
Comparison of data f romthase three sowces indicates that  the main 
heat producing resckiuns i n  M-2 double-base propellants m e  gas phase 
reactions occurring mar the scrf ace anrZ helerogeneous surface 
reactions which m a y  occur a t  external surfaces o r  at surfaces of 
vof ds and cracks below the burning swf'ace. 
Vaporization of nitroglycerine from the propellant has been 
. verified. The beginning of vaporization coincides with the 'beginning 
of significant heat release and weight loss rate. The probable order 
of reaction i s  zero up t o  the point where vaporization begins and 
/ 
then a change t o  approximaeely second order occurs. 
An indirect method of determining the condensed phase heat of 
reaction i s  given. It is  based on the determination of an arti- 




ax. ~ C O M M E M ~ A T X O N S  
The next area of investigation shoul.t directed toward measuring 
the amount of gas-producing react5.ons occurring below the gas-solid 
interface and possibly separating this Prom %he condensed phase can- 
tribution. %!his has already been ini t ia ted at the University of South 
Carolina. 
I A very law pressure chamber for use with the d f f f e r e n t i d  scanning calorimeter could be constructed t o  measwe the heat produced at 
pressures of 0.3 mm Hg, and below, If gas phase reactions can be 
eliminated at such pressures as claimed by ~leksmdrov(3~) ,  the heat 
of reaction may reach a constant value. llowever, it could be just 
the reactions among gaseous decompo~ltion products which would cease 
a+ these pressures. Decompasition reactions may s t i l l  occm and 
produce gaseous products which do not react further. If a TGA chamber 
for these low pressures could d s o  he constructed, weight loss meas- 
urements in conjunction witB the DSC measurements at very low pressures 
may defermine if this is occurring. The true condensed phase heat of 
reaction caa only be obtained if heat changes can be measwed while 
no gases me being proctuced, that is, no weight lass  occwring as 
determined by TGA mearmrements at the same pressure and heating rate* 
High pressure TGA nieamrrementis should a80 be performed. The 
jumps in 'burning ra5e shown on figure 17 should be indicated by a 
change in weight loss r a k e  in -t;his pressure range. 
Indfviduaal ingredients used in the coqosition of doublc-base 
propellants do not act in the mix as they do independently. Therefore,, 
I 
in fubxre studies less emphasis should be glacad on individual 
ingredient  studies and more on Lhe mixt~lre .  
An overall program similar Lo +he one which has been performed 
on double-base propellants at the University of South Carolina should 
be repeated f o r  composite propellants. This should inc~ude combined 
DSC, TGA* and high response micro-bhermocouple meamements as well as 
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TABU3 I* - V A R W I O N  OF ACTIVATION ENERGY WITH PmSSLTRE 
Average 3, Values used t o  
Pressure ~ c a l / m o l e  average 
75 ~ s i a  60. z 59.0, 65*2, 56.3 
50 psia '57-6 36.0, 61.3, 56.1, 77.0 
25 psia 55.0 55.0, 56.3, 9.6, 9b.0 
14.7 psia 519 5 52.0, 50.7, 51.6> 32.8 
200 mm Hg 51.4 50.0, 53.2, 51.0 
100 rmn Hg 48.8 49.8, 47.8, 49.0 
50 rn % 48.1 47.0, 48.4, 48A 
20 m Hg 47 7 47.5, 47.8 
- e C L I I - - C I - - a -  
57 
I1 
ESegl2gib1.e Conduct ion 
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Figure 2.- Models of Parr and Crawford (a) and Rice and GineLl (b) . 
Fiwm 3.-  Eeat of e ~ l o s i o n  versus pressure from Reference 11. 
x in ga~l phase 
F i w e  4. - Ilea% release per gm of propellant (~ef . 12). 

D3fferentfsl Temp. Control Mop I A w a g e  Temp. Control Loop 
Figure 6. - DSC block afagram. 
Bigure 7.- ?DSC purge gas Plow gath schanatLc diagrm. 
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Figurn 9. - DSC -pressure vessel sketch. 
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Figure 11.- DSC m C  TGA yuge  gas anti vac'ilum system. 
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Figure 12.- DSC endothemic anomaly for M-2 propellant. 

Figure ~ 4 . -  Nitroglycerine 51nfrared spectrum f r ~ m  Reference 34. 
Figure 15.- GLyox~l infrared spectrum from Reference 35. 
Figure. 16. - DSC curves for pure nitrocellulose, JPN, 
and NO. 691 propellants. 
Figure 17. - Heat release rate versus pressure - 1 m g  of M-2 
in 9 ng of polyphenyl ether. 
Fibme 18. - Heat of reaction and burnkg rate versus pressurp. 
B t m c b g  Rake in/sec 
I 
Figure 19. - W n b g  rate versus initia temperature (fxm ref. 24)- 
Schemaf LC of Camera Pictures 
aria Corres nding Thermocouple 
output (IFomiX m-ocouple 
500-600 frmes/sec ) 
i 30-35 m i l s  4, 
I I I 
Figure 20. - Temperature jumps near surf ace (from ref. 10). 
Figure 21.- Low-temperatme DSC curve with LN2 cooling. 
Figure 22. - E A  .showing "knee" at same temperature as apparent 
endothem DSC curve. 
Figure 23.- Slow heating rate IIlGA curve which left carbonaceous 
residue. 
Figure 24. - Order of reaction curve by m e t h o d  of reference 23. 
Figme 25. -  compute^ printout near "lulee" of curve. 
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Figure 26. - Computer printout dong secoad-order p a r k  of curve. 
I .  I st fuse wire 
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Figure 27. - Systen for autoignition me.9,surements of reference 24. 
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a g u e  28. - rate versus initial temperature 
(from ref. 24 ) 
Figure 29. - Arr'henius p l o t  of 50 mm & c w v e  of f i p e  16. 
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Figure 30. - Variation of curve shape for changes in scanning rate. 
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1- Calculation of Activation Energy and Frequency Factor 
from DSC Data 
FTrsL,  we will derive the expression t o  be used. Since the  rate 
constant i s  a function of temperature, it is different for each potat 
on our curve. However, the distance from the baseline to the heat of 
reaction cunre (fig, 17) is proportional to the rate of heat evolution. 
I It is therefore proport ioad to the rate constant, provided the 
Arrhenius plo t  9s a straight line. Tf the vdues  of the rate constant 
a% TI md T2 w e  kl and Q, we may mite from equation (13) 
of the Axrrhenius 2heory section that 
E 2n kl = - - + constan% (A-1 1 
RT1 
and 
~n Q = - + constant 
*?2 
(A-2 1 
Su'btractLng (A-$ from (4-2) using zn(x) - 2n(y) = Zn 5, we obtain 
Y 
kx m-; 
-E? -$I k2 T$ (A-3 
an& s b c e  khe distances dl and d2 at TI and T2 are praportlonal 
to the rate constants 
dl 
- - -  
( ~ - 4  I 
1 
7 
and solving for E 
2n dl - Zn dg 
-E = R (A-3: [* - $1 
Beginning at the point  where the heat of reaction curve deviates from 
the baseline, m a k e  a p lo t  of l o g  d versus 1/~. Use the atreme 
goints of the straight line portion of t h i s  c w e  t o  substitute in 
90 
( 5  An example plo t  is gtven in figure 29 for the 50 mm Hg cwye 
of figure 17. Then, using the values zn d l  = 0,694, 1 / ~ ~  = 0.0021% 
and in d;! = 3. d, 1 1 ~ ~  = 0.002050 
-E = 1.986 (3.18 - 0.6%) 
(0.002154 - o.002050 ) 
The straight line por.t;ion of -tihe curve usually extends f ~ o m  the first 
recognizable deviation to the point new the top of the  beU-&wed 
cwve  where the inflection of tbe c w e  begins to bead over the top 
o f  the peak. 3211s procedure was repeated for several cumes a% each 
pressure to produce the data of table I. 
Notice that the cdmlation of the activakion energy is Zndepen- 
den* of mass. If we know the mass of propellant which produced a 
given curve, we can c&Lculate a f r ~ ~ u e n w  factor for the ArrhenJus 
expression as follows: The dia-biznce from %he baseline $0 the heat of 
r eac t i~n .  6urve of figure 17 2s %he hea-bing rate in ndUical.~ries yer 
- 
second produced by %he mass of propellant present  at that instant. 
Select a temperature song the bell-shaped portion of the curve which 
S d l s  on the straight Line portion of the Arrhenius plo t  as in 
-a 
--- 
figure 29. A t  this temperature the heating rake in mi1licaLori.e~ 
per second 2s  given by 
where r q  i a  the mass of pro'pe1lan-b at t h e  selected tmgeratuxe T. 
The fraction of the sample decomposed at tenperature T is + / A ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
and we can writs 




AT = area under the heat of reaction cumre up to 
temgerature T 
hota = Lot& area under hf.clk of reaction curve 
The frequency factor  i s  then given by 
Using as an example the atmospheric pressure curve of figure 17 at 
tT = 210' C (48g0 K), we have 
- 
caJ E = ~1,!3OO -
ma1 
= 6 * j  millical 
sec 
Substituting these values i n  equation (A+) gives 
6.3 
f =  = 4 .3  X lo21 (A-10 ) 
(-10) - ( 4 4 0 ) e q  -593 500 k) ([I. 986][483) 
2. Order of Reaction by Mmual 'Procedure 
Kuang-Hua ( 2 3 )  points  out  that i n  isothermal-type themogrsvimetric 
analyses the compound under test may decompose before the desired 
experbnental temperature is reached. ?his would produce unreliable 
resul.bs. me continurnsly increasing knpexature method can avoid 
such a shortcorming. He provides an equation t o  caZculate the rate 
parameters for irreversible reactions with con-t;inuo.usly increasing 
*teraperatura as follows: Let B be a volatile component i.11 an 
i r revers ib le  reaction 
aC1 4 b B  + cC 
The rate of weigxit loss for reactant A mqy be written us 
-!EL='& 
at (A-11 ) 
where 
X = mole f ract ion of reactant A 
k = reaction rate 
n = order of reaction 






Differentiating the logezilhm of equation (A-13 ) , we obt aAn 
lhtegrating equakion (A-14 ) gives 
Dividing equation (A-10) by d Zn X and equation (A=-=) by. A Zn X, 
A 2n X h 2n X 
a slraight line of slope -E/R and intercept xl. 
In order to put this into amore usable %om, let M equal the 
total number of moles in the reaction mix tu re  and ma equal. the moles 
of reactant A at time t . Then X = IRJM m q ~  be substituted in 
equation (~*13) and the stme procedure followed to obtain 
- 
- 
~n k = tn -I- In - - n 2n(ma) 
-I (2) (A-18 ) 
and 
&a 
- ; A($) - * 7.n (- =) 
- - n (A-29 ) 
A In ma A Zn ma 
The weight or volume of the reactant may be measured to replace M 
and using 
dm, % dw 
- - = - - -  (A-20 ) 
dii w, dt 
and 
wy. = wC - w (6-21 ) 
where 
m, = h i k i d .  mole f ract ion of A 
wc = weight loss after  reaction is completed 
w = t o t a l  weight loss in time t 
dw 
-- = reaction   ate 5n t h e  t dt 
U s i n g  equa-Lions (h-lg), (A-201, andl (A-211, we obtain 
- g A($) - Zn(%) - n (A-22 ) 
A 211 wr A 2n wr 
A straight line should be obtained when in(dw/dt )/A Zn w, i s  
plotted versus A(~/T) /A 7.n wr wikh intercept equal to the order of 






- -- a 
3- Order of Reaction Cwrputer Program 
D e t d l s  are omAtted far brevi*. It is hqed that this dis-+ 
cussion,foXLowing ~asmer(~~! and the Fortran s-batements w'rU prmride 
the reader with an o v a a l l  concept of the proced=e. 
A s m e  a rate equation of the form 
1 dm - m, 
* % "--=r% a* ) A + & )  '~+23) 
where 
m = mass at t h e  t 
m, = i n i t i a l  amount of mass 
m, = resiaual mass at cqietion of reaction 
A =: pse-eqonen-bial factor in Arrhenius equation 
E = a,cLZvation enerm 
R = gan constmt 
T = aBsolate temperature 
n = order of reaction 
Multi@y the tqp and bo t tom of tBe left-hana side of equation (A-19) 
'Isy. T = a~ldtl) uhi& f s an experimentaUy controlled constmk,to 
o b t a k  
m 
. " - =  - 
q t  a!? ("imxyA -(- 3 (A-24 ) 
~f as Y 4 0, &/at -+ 0, then +0 % Megrating (A-24) gives 
m'PPr 











Performing the htegra t ion  of the left side 
r n - n : ;  
K = ( ..* , .. 7z 1 ( 4-26 ) 
ma 
m, 1-n 5 1-n 
K *= (n - )-'ke) - (l - %) ] for n 1 (A-27 1 
- 
The .ri@t-hand integral of {A-25) may be expressed as 




F(X) = 5 - [-E~(x)] 
X 
and (A-29 
E x = - 
ET 
The f e m  [-E~ ( -XI] is the exponential integral .  - E ~  (-X) c a ~ ;  be 
approximatea by (26 1- 
X' + alx + q 
- E ~  (x) = x- I .-% ) (A-30) 3. 31X + b2 
where 
a = 2.334733 1 " , = 5 330657 








) 0 n = ' I - A E   - P(X) = K R* (n - 1) - - ( - y -  -fa. . + 1 
(A-31 
The conzputer progxam uses equation (A-35) in an i teration scheme 
t o  find the pasame*l;ers in  the follos15ng sequence. The masses and 
temperatures at points from the experimental curve and a range of 
trial orders are the inputs t o  the program. 
Step 1. Select the f i r &  trial vaJ.ue of n. 
Step 2. As,sume a trial value for E of 10,000. 
St* 3. A t  the beghning temperature TI of the selected in te rva l  
A E  iwcl Kl = &P(x), or Al = - (A-32 ) 
TR EP(X)~ 
a .  at T2 
A2E % = P(x), or rq! = aF2 (A-33 1 TR =(x)* 
E'or this value of n and .L?* s;t&ing value of E, A1 A2 axe 
computed. 
.%ep 4. The program then iterates t o  find a value of E mch 
will ma3re A1 = A2j that is, since . A 1  = + 






from whf ch 
K1 - p(xI1 
- - -  
% ~ ( X I ~  (A-35 1 
The program balances th i s  equation, using different El s in 
- E E 
xl - q and X2 = - RT2 (A-36 I 
Step 5. These values of A and E are recorded f o r  the assumed 
value of n which is held constant fo r  each cycle. 
Step 6.  Then, using the input mass pdues, comput;e (m/h+, ) for 
the entSre curve, 
Step 7. Using these values, compute the errors  
Y 
El = i=l C [(&ac - (E)J i (A-37 1 
i=l (A-38 
where y = number of input data points. These are computed fox 







and fox n # 1 
(2) = 2 +p ;yn + (n * 1)m2 exp(- (A-40 ) 
i $ 
Step 8, At t h i s  time, we have a se t  of errors for each trial 





A linear fit i s  applied to the curve in the vfcini-i;y of where 
€1 
changes sign and this  vdue of n where El = 0 is found. Tkis is 
%in* This and the recomputed values of A and E we printed in 
the last row of each series of trial values of n as the calculated 
besk fit. 
A discussion of the errors involved in ua%ng %he first term in 
1 
, the series approximaimation f the exponential fitegral is given 'by. 
 els son(^^). A listing of the Fortran statements for th5s program is 
given in appendix 3. 
4 Computer Program f o r  DSC Simulation 
The bell-shaped curves of figure 17 result from $wo effects. First, 
heat is produced as a f'mction of temperature at some sqonent ia l  rate 
described an krhenius eqression. This can be described by a 

























hken thowh the heating rate per uni t  mass continues %o increase wikh 
II 
tempera%ue, a 'point i s  eventually reached at which the mass remaining 
is so small that the combjned ef fec t  begins to decrease and returns 
towad  zero when the reacting mass approaches zero. The combination 
of these two curves produces the bell-shaped curves of f9 17. 
me axea wider th%s zume is the t o t a l  heat produced In  ,Lap reaction. 
The heat release effect  i s  described by 
%rf -p(- 5) 
where 
5 = total beak of reaction, caL/gm 
f = frequency factor for heat release rate 
/ 
- 
E = act ivat ion energy f o r  heat  release r a t e  
R = gas constant 
T = temperature 
A l l  pax-meters i n  this expression w e  known from DSC measurements. The 
remaining portion of our desired expression must descrtbe the  mass 
loss ra te ,  and it is obtained as follows: We have dready measured 
t h e  mass loss rate with the TGA system and evaluate6 it with the com- 
puter program described i n  the previous section. !This program provides 
us w2th a mew-s of expressing mass as a function of time of the proper 
f 
order for our particular sample and heating rate range. Using the 
same asmuned form of  t he  ra te  equstion (i. e., eq. (A-23), follow the 
steps described i n  going t o  equation (A-28). By using an asymptotic 
expansion f o r  -E~(-x), equation (A-29) can be written as 
K = ~ k - G + g  - 2 4 ' +- . . em' (A-41 )
R? ~3 
If the first  tern of the series i s  defined as 
p(x) = X-2 emX (A-42 ) 
then  K rnqy >e expressed as 
(A-43 
where 





me term (1 - r) is the relative error associated w i t h  using only the 
f i rs t  term of the series. Nelaon (27) provides a plot  of (1 - r ) as a 
function of X whLch indicates that for X greater than 20: r is 
a slowly vaqring flmc-tiion approaching the vdue 1.0. Combining 
equations (A-42) and (A-43) gives 
K - rT2 % (A-45 1 
Waluating equktion (A-27) Pox our particular case with an appazent 
second-order process and taking mr = 0, we get 
~=(2-1)  (A-46 ) 




1+~2$_p[-:) . . 
Combining this with om8 heat release expression and integrating with 





T = t ime i n  minutes 
Q(T) = the heat of the reaction at t h e  T 
mo = ini t ia l .  mass of sample 
i, = temperature scan rate,  O ~ / m i n  
Ed = activation energy for mass loss rate 
T h i s  equation i s  solved on the digital computer by rewriting it as 
0 =lT m, KEf DIN( -E ) - ~ ( - 0  
R ~ T ~  + 
1 + [ 2 ~ + 8 7 7  
.['ii + tcoq q(-w"-Ed ) (A-49 
%here T has been replaced by Ti 4. $ o ~  . me i i n e g x a l  is evaluated 
f o ~  different values of Ed between 20,000 and 60,000 cal/mole, using 
the W s~brouti:le shown as the last page in appendix 3. 'The same 
i t e ra t ion  subroutine as used in t h ~  order of reaction program (i . e , 
ITR-2 ) Ps then used to find. &i ch vdue of Id in th i s  range m a k e s  
the equation equal z w ~ .  Ed is first found for a neating rzte of 
!$, = 2 0 O ~  per minute. U s h g  this value of Bd, the integral curve is 
plotted. This is considered as the reference curve. This same value 
of Ed I s  used again for % = 10' 40' C per minute. These 
curves w e  pXotted and compwed t o  %he reference curve. The resulting 
p l a t s  aze shown in figure 31. 
103 
(1 
The values used fcr -tihe sample case are b a ~ e d  on 1.0 mg of pro- 
pellant at atmospheric pressure. !Phese values are:  
M* = 0.001 gm = 44.6' ?S $, = 20, 10, 40' ~/min A = lo23 
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490 F Q I N i -  7 , N (  1 1 t Y I . r M Z r  LCODE 
7 F O R W A Y ( L X h 3 F R .  2 t l R H h G  S C t U T t C N r  lC00E=I2) 
500 I F I I \ ~ I ) . G E . N F l N I G O  TO 1;CO 
I = I + t  
F!( I ) = N (  I - l ) + r U I N C  
G C  T C  30i) 
C C C  CALL  CHECK( I C H I  
IF(CHAWGE.EC.OJGC T C  Z @ C  
I =  1 tk 
NO=Pi[ I i l l  
h I N C = N I N C / 2 .  
h F I b = h I I + l  l 
NN= 5 
I = I  
N( I )=MI)  
3 3 0  CALL C b L C l h t l l  o M I r P 2 1  MPtMU) 
I F t I C n l ? E . N E . O I  GO Tn COO 
I F  ( I m f C m K N I C G  T C  3 2 0  
I = I + l  
N(il=i%(l-1)+NIYC 
GD TC 213 
320 CO 3P t l = L l Y N  
W I X I  ) = I .  
30 E ( I l ~ l l = S U M ( f I ~  
CALL L S C P G L I N ~ G ~ W ~ R E S I D , N ~ ~ S U B ~ ~ I A K H I  Beti!# C 1 2 5 e 3 1  
hMIN= l - E ( l t 1 1  J / f ! [ Z *  1) 
CALL C A L C I K F I h ~ P l ~ P Z r ~ ~ r M C )  
P R I N T  S t N f l I N ~ Y l r M Z t E t A r S U M ( 1 . ~  1E83 
LOO' Z =I 
P R I N T  F 
9 F r P l d T  (114I!) 




f F (  K K * E Q * # ) G O  5 C  301 
J = J + l  
GTJ TC 300 
3C1 IF( INC sFQ.3 )GCt  TD 1 C I  
I KC=I N C + 1  
3= 1 
GI: T t  390 
END 
SurjrtnuT INE c n t c  r t.l , N I ~ V ~ . F C R  r ~ r l 1  
Q F d L  b'l r T q P r *  H F q K ~ r K ? r N * N F I N q N I N C r N ~ r  \ f 1MDE.! l?IJtrNfl lN 
C[ lMYCf i4 /RLK1 / S L M  rNrlqCH4NL;E * E R N  
C C ~ + J C h ' / P L K ? / P C t A l ,  O i l *  B l r K l r K 2 1 T D 3 r r E u A r a .  T I P  T i ! r T , I L C l E  r M t K  
O i M E h S T f ' h l  VPPC13'11 rFPnF(3(3)tTf301rM(33!tSUMi25! 
EY T F P h  bL F C F X  
C A T b  A P t A 1  , R C * B l /  .24f!S21&3373311ca 6815341 3-3.3L'b57/ 
b 1=7,?34733 
C A T &  YLfWrYLPr  E l  r F 2  r M b X 1 r C E L T K / 1 3 3 m o 2 E + 3 9 t  Z* .O!JOlr  1000001 5 C O . /  
f F l 4 d l 5 f N .  - 1 o ) . L T , O * 9 l I G O  TO 10 
1 - 1 M l - K I M  1-11.-MR/HDl**Ll.-N 11. 
K ; ? = ( I . / ( N  - 1 . ) l * (  I (  Y Z - M R J / w 0 1 r d l i s . - N  1- [ l . -HR/~u1~3*@[1- -h  1 1  
G C  Tl- 29 
U 1=-4L!lG( [ V l - * d R l f q  HCI-MRl 1 
KZ =-n1.c~ I I rr_3-r,~ r /  r P C - ~ 3 ,  I 
2': C A L L  I T S ?  [ E r X L f k r X U P  t D E L T X r F O F X r E 1  mi2 ¶ M A X I  r f C O D E i  
I F  ( I C I ' C € - Y E  *? I GO T O  400 
$1=E /I K * T 1 1  
X 2 = C /  f F . $ T 2 J  
I ~ I 4 6 5 ~ K 2 1 o G T . 7 4 l r ) P H I R ' f  I r E r R r T Z r X Z r N  
I F ( A H S ( X Z ) * G T m 7 4 1 . ) S T 7 P  
1 FI '4'1 ( / / 5 F l  h 0 5 / / )  
E 1 2 = E X P I - X ? ~ / X 2 * ( A D + f ~ 1 * % 2 * X 2 * X 2 ~ / I 6 0 * [ 3 1 * X Z + X Z * K 2 1  
P= (KZ* W T C T T  I /  t C* 1 E X F  [-X2 IdX2-E 12') 1  
ZF( f iBS(N - 1 a l . G T . C - C I I C U  TO 15 
f PCl= IPC- f 'K ) /  P C  
nn l c ~ o  t=l t~ 
f A C 2 - - f X P I ( - P * T  [ L I * T I t ) + E X P { - E / i K * T i L I /  1 l / ( T U L l T * E / R ) )  
BlVPC ( L ~ = M I I / t J C + F P t : l ~ F P C Z  
19p0 Y M n F t L  j=:qIL )/qD 
GC 7t; 75 
15 f A C ~ = I ( M O - ~ F I / Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ( I O - ~ I  1  
nr  ~ C P C  ~ = i  .K 
FAC2=(.!*Tlt. I e T t l  ) * E X P ( - E / ( R * f l t I I )  j / I ( F / R 1 * T O f J T )  
TESTrFbCl+(h - 1 . t 4 F f i C Z  
1 F ( 1 F S T  .GF,C. IGR TO 9 C P  
-Pli'lflC('L )=WE/ F C  
GQ T C  ? f ! q P  
SP-C: VqnI:.tL )=Y?/Crl+.l  F A C ? . + ( V  -1. )*F4I;23**( 1-11 l o - Y  I 1 
3 T C C  MflnFft!-' i!( 1.1 / P C  
75 SVv(I1=3. 
ERS=Cn 
00 Z C O O  L=I .oK 
d3C=:Y;*lr F t 'L ]-'dM*3F: ( L 1 
Scl=ACn**? 
SUM I I ) = S U V I  1 )  *4n3 
2 C 7 C  EP P = F R P + S  2 
EBS=SOkTi F X Y I K  I 
PETUFY 
,E YL'r 
SU!!FCUTIYE CHECk t ICHI 
r 
C CkFCKS F C R  C1-4hGE CF SIGN I N  SUq 
c 
I R T E G E P  CE4b'GF 
D I Y F h c l f K  S t ' Y t 2 5 )  
T C t ' V C M / R C K l / S J Y t  V ' J I C Y I " L ' F ~ ~ E R ~ ~ I  
CHdNGF-C 
IF(SLJP( t 1 .GE.% .)G9 Tf 1 
r,n T C  2 
1 Dn I r  I=ZrNR 
I F  ( S U " ( I 1  cCE.C.IGC T G  Iq 
C q h Y G F = l  
TCH= I 
Cq fn 193 
1 0  C C K T  IWIJF 
G0 10 !nfr 
7 CO 2C 1=2v?dN 
I F I S i M I I d . L f p O - l G r J  T C  29 
Cl-fiFIOk= X 
I C)i=Y 
60 TD I np 
tfi CLRTIPU'E 
I P C  s=TLnh' 
ErJD 




Given F(X) = 0 ,  t o  f i n d  a va lue  for X w i t h i n  
a g i v e n  e p s i l o n  of relative error i n  a g iven  
i n t e r v a l  (a,b). 
CALL ITR2 (X, A ,  3 ,  DELTX, FOFX, El, E2, M A X I ,  I C O D E )  
X The r o o t ,  
A The Lower bound on X .  T h i s  v a l u e  is used  by 
ITR2 as an i n i t i a l  guess. 
B The upper bound on X. This  value is used by 
IT82 as s f i n a l  guess if the entire intervdl 
is scanneyt. 
DELTX A X ,  the s i z e  of the scannlng i n t e r v a l .  
FOFX The name of a function sub~~rogram t o  e v s l u a t e  
F(X). 
E l  Relative error  c r i t e r i o n .  
E 2  Absolute  error c r i t e r i o n .  
M A X I  A maximum iteration count snpplied by t h e  user .  
ICODE An i n t e g e r  auppl ied  by ITR2 as an error  code. 
T h i s  code should be t e s t e d  by the user on re- 
turn  t o  the calling program. 
I C O D E  = 0, normal return 
I C O D E  = 1, maximum i t e r a t i o n s  are exceeded 
I C O D E  = 2 ,  DELTX = 0, or negat ive  
TCODE = 3 ,  a roat cannot he faund w t t b i n  
$he given  bounds 
ICODE = 4, A >  B 
RESTRICTIONS:  Mbke A < B, AX positive. A function subprogram 
w i t h  a single argument X must be written by the*  
user t o  cvaluate F ( X ) .  The name of t h i s  subprogram, 
FOFX, must finpear in sn EXTERFAE statement of t h e  




The given functlon F ( X )  is e v a l u a t e d  a t  a 
g i v e n  s t a r t i n g  point, a ,  and at in%ervals ol 
a specified AX thereafter, up fa and including 
a specified end  point, b. A change o r  s i g n  of  
t h e  f u n c t i o n  a c r o s s  a AX i n t e r v a l  i n d i c a t e s  a 
possible root in that interval. The interval 
is then halved euccessfvely toward  F(X) = 0 
u n t i l  t h e  prescr ibed  accuracy i s  s a t i s f i e d . .  
The g i v e n  function F(X) i s  e v a l u a t e d  once 
for each halv ing  seep. 
If the given f u n c t i o n  i s  expected to. have 
more than one root between t h e  prescr ibed  
starting and e n d  p o i n t s ,  it i s  suggested 
t h a t  a s u f f i c i e n t l y  smal l  A X  b e  g i v e n  
such t h a t  no wore than one root be present 
w i t h i n  a AX interval. A normal return i n  
given upon t h e  location of the first root 
from t h e  s t a r t i n g  p o i n t , .  a.  Uadit ional  
roots m u c t  b e  Located by new e n t r i e s  i n t o  
t h e  subroutine u s i n g  a new starting point, 
P ,  which i s  j u s f  beyond the previous root. 
The iteretion p r o c e s s  i s  c o n t i n u e d  until 
e i t h e r  of two convergence cxiteria are  
s e t i s f i e d .  These criteria are: 
REFERENCE: T, j .  Scarborough, NUMERXCAh MATHEMATICAL 
ri . f .  . ?SIS, Fourth E d i t i o n .  
STORAGE: 2 6 0 ~  l o c e t i o n s  
SQURCE : NASA, LRG, Terry A. StraeLer 
\ 
W calculatee the running Integral of' th'e curve 
y = f(x)* 
RESZKCCTIOhTS: Y and X can be input in -kble form or Y must be 
calc&ted at Mi discrete poin6s before en%ering W. 
. me aubrotdine has been ccrmpiled wikh a variPSle 
D3MENSJ.W statement. !The % W n g  m u s t  be PImensioned 
in  *he cal l tag program: 
USAGE: 
-
GAI;Sr mi32 (Y, X, m, SUM, SUML~ where 
Y = the name of the dependen* variable. 
X = f;he name of the independent yarhb3.e. 
K& = the n m b e ~  of poiate on the curve or i ~ .  %he 
.%able w 
SUM = the locat;ion oP a vector of order SL wb2& 
contains t&e m f n g  3ategral of the cume 
y = f(z). SUM(&) 5s the t o b 2  integral. 
S W .  =  SUM(^) : The initial value of the integrated 
curvea 
TRP7 uses *he trapezoiiial mile of Integration for a 
-w able AX. 
